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A A comparison is performed bet\llv*en arrowi 
in semantic unification (or &unification). An E-uni 
M&resolution is developed and proved sound and complete 
between narrowing sequenixs and resolution sequences. 
refined (“selection”) narrowing strategy is derived by a 
Finally, possible applications to the domain of logic+ functional programming arc considered. 
1. Introduetioa 
In the last few years there has been a growing interest in “semantic” unification 
algorithms based on narrowing or paramodulation, particularly in connection with 
the attempts to integrate logic and functional programming languages on the basis 
of first-order logic with equality. When an equational theory E can be put into the 
form of a canonical rewrite system R, the well-known results of [7,12] ensure that 
a complete set of E-unifiers of a pair of terms ( 21, t2), i.e., a complete set of solutions, 
in the theory E, of the equation ?4 = t2 can be found by exhaustively searching 
the space of all possible R-narrowing sequences of the fictitious term tl = 22. The 
practical interest of this qrcthad as a possible basis for logic + functional program- 
ming languages has been qt. .a@ -4oned [IO] because of its too wide generality, which 
translates into the huge amount ;rf redundant search usually involved in it. Some 
refinements which try to reduce the search space have been proposed, from Hullot’s 
one 1123 where only the so-caPed “basic” chains are taken into consideration, to 
more recent ones, based on an innermost strategy [S, 91, which require additional 
conditions on the theory E besides canonicity if completeness i to be preserved. 
An alternative approach to equation-solving in a ttzory can be found in the use, 
under particular conditions, of resolution instead of narrowing, after transformation 
of the theory into a set of “flat” Horn clauses,, i.e., clauses where functional 
composition has betn replaced by logical conjunction of “flat” literals. 
This technique was first developed by and [S] in the theorem-pr 
in logic programming it was introduced i ,193 in the framework of 
between !ogic and functional languages, and was also reposed by I$] for handling 
(undirected) equality. 
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1~ this paper we show how this sort of “flat” or “surface” resolution can be 
employed to obtain a complete E-unification algorithm for canonical theories which 
do not necessarily present he distinction between functions and constructors (on 
which both [I] and [19] are based), and how it allows integration between logic 
and equational programming by means of a single computational mechanism. 
me algorithm is shown to be more efficient han unconstrained (basic) narrowing, 
owing to the fact that the well-known SLD-refinement of resolution (for Horn 
clauses) can be exploited to reduce the search space without loss of completeness. 
Moreover, a refined narrowing strategy is derived which is equivalent, in a well 
defined sense, to the SLD-resolution strategy, and thus has the same advantages in
terms of redundancy elimination without requiring, as resolution, a previous flatten- 
ing of the program. 
The argument, based on the correspondence that can be established between 
narrowing sequences and resolution sequences, is roughly the following. As has 
been recalled above, narrowing is (the core of) a complete unification algorithm 
for canonical theories; if the program (i.e., the theory) and the equational goal (i.e., 
the pair of terms to be unified) are transformed into their flat forms, then for every 
narrowing chain there is a corresponding resolution chain, so the use of (linear) 
resolution instead of narrowing preserves completeness; it also preserves soundness, 
because the flattened program is logically equivalent o the original one. But the 
flattened program is a set of definite Horn clauses, and therefore SLD strategy- 
where we recall that S stands for selectiofi -can be applied without losing complete- 
ness: which means that at each step one literal in the goal is selected, and only the 
further paths which start from resolution with that literal are explored, unlike in 
(unrestricted) narrowing, where all the possible choices of the subterm to be 
narrowed are explored. 
Finally, this procedure is translated back into a narrowing algorithm where at 
each step one subterm is selected, and other subterm choices for the same step are 
not taken into consideration in the search. 
Another technique which leads, in general, to a remarkable shrink of the search 
space w.r.t. ordinary or even basic narrowing (without loss of completeness) is the 
strategy now called normalizing narrowing, where a reduction to normal form is 
pei*formed after each narrowing step. It was first introduced in [7], and used, among 
others, in [17]. We do not take this refinement into consideration in the present 
paper, because our research was ultimately aimed at the design of an integrated 
logic+ functional programming language able to cope with infinite data structures, 
and this goal can only be achieved by moving to nonterminating rewriting systems, 
where the normalizing strategy does not make sense. Even though the results 
presented here seem to concern only canonical systems, they actually establish the 
“completeness” of the “selection” refinement of basic narrowing (and of SLD- 
resolution plus flattening) w.r.t unrestricted basic narrowing. We hope that, via new 
results for basic narrowing, meaningful completeness properties will eventually be 
proved to hold also for some special classes of nonterminating systems. In particular, 
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we conjecture that completeness w.r.t. normalizable solutions holds for regular 
rewriting systems. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we briefly recall the we&known 
E-unification algorithm based on narrowing; in Section 3 we describe the optimized 
strategy based on flat resolution, which in Section 4 is proved to be sound and 
complete by establishing a correspondence between arrowing sequences and reso- 
lution sequences; in Section 5 we compare it with (unrestricted) narrowing; the 
correspondingly refined narrowing strategy is derived in Section 6; in Section 7 
possible applications to the domain of logic/functional programming are considered; 
Section 8 gives some nonexhaustive indication of the related work in the field; 
finally, in Section 9 we draw some conclusions. 
We will use, among others, the following standard notations: 
* occurrences are represented by sequences, possibly empty, of naturals, as in, e.g., 
1121 ; 
* t/u is the subterm at the occurrence u of t; 
0 t[u + r] is the term t with the subterm at the occurrence u replaced with r. 
Moreover, we will use the keyword don’t-know to indicate a branching point in the 
computation where all the branches are to be explored, i.e., all the possible choices 
are to be taken, no matter in which order or even in parallel; the keyword donbare 
will indicate a point in the computation where one choice is nondeterministically 
taken, i.e., one branch is selected, and the other possible choices are disregarded. 
Finally, the metalanguage symbol = will always denote syntactical equality. 
2. The traditional E-unification algorithm based on narrowing 
Let the equational theory E consist of a canonical (i.e., confluent and terminating) 
rewrite system R9 and (tl, t2) be the pair of terms for which a complete set of 
E-unifiers has to be computed, i.e., ?-tl = t2 is the equation that has to be solved 
in E-recall that a set S of E-unifiers of ( t 1, t2) is complete iff for every unifier CT 
there is a unifier o’ in S such that CT = E~llr’, i.e., a unifier 0’ E-equal to 0 or “more 
general” than CT (o’+c). 
Then the narrowing-based E-unification algorithm is, informally, the following 
(where eq is a function symbol not occurring in the terms of which represents 
the equality predicate “ = “) : 
unifl( t 1, t2, R) = 
current-goal := eq( tl, t2) 
current-subst :=empty-subst 
tl’, t2’) = current-goal 
nd t2’ syntactically unify with mgu TV 
then (0 current-subst) is a E-unifier of tl and t2 
retur 
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(3) select-don’t-know 
a nonvariable subterm cu /u of current-god and a rule 
s.t. current-go&u and k syntactically unify; 
let CT = mgu(current-god/u, I) 
current-goal := a(current-goal[u * r]) 
current-subst :=o(current-subst) 
got0 (1). 
A first refinement, introduced in [ 121, makes use of the notion of basic narrowing, 
i.e., roughly, a narrowing that may only reduce, at each step, a subterm whose 
outermost functor is a “descendant” of (a subterm at) a nonvariable occurrence of 
the initial term. If O’(t) is the set of nonvariable occurrences of t, and occ is the 
set of the “narrowable” occurrences, the refined algorithm is as follows 
unifiI( tl, t2, R) = 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
current-goal := eq( tl, t2) 
current-subst :=empty-subst 
occ := O’( eq( t 1 = t2)) 
goto don’t-know (2) or (3) 
let eq( tl’, t2’) = current-goal 
if o is the mgu of tl’ and t2’ 
then (Q current-subst) is a E-unifier of t 1 and t2 
return 
select-don’t-know 
a subterm current-god/u of current-goal with u belonging to occ 
and a rule I+r 
s.t. cument-god/u and I syntactically unify; 
let a = mgu(current-goal/ u, I) 
current-goal := o(current-goal[u +r]) 
current-subst :=o(current-subst) 
occ := (occ - {v 1 u s v, i.e., u is a prefix of v}) u {u .v 1 v is in O’(r)} 
gsto( 1). 
Both algorithms explore all the possible choices of subterms (of nonvariable 
subterms, and of subterms at basic occurrences, respectively). 
In the following, narrowing will always be intended as basic narrowing, to which 
additional refinements will be added. 
8 rresolutio 
Narrowing and resolution are two inference rules based on the same kind of 
mechtinisms, namely unification between a “piece” of the goal (a subgoal in reso- 
luticr subte of an equation si e in narrowing) and a “piece” of a rule (a clause 
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head in resolution, the lhs of a rewrite rule in narrowing), then application of the 
unifier both to the whole goal and to the whole rule, and finally creation of a goal 
by “sticking together” (the instances of) the two “remaining pieces” of t 
and the “rule”. 
The main difference between narrowing and resolution lies in that the former, to 
try unification, takes any subterm of the selected literal from the goal, while the 
latter only takes the whole literal and so the whole argument-terms. 
A transformation of narrowing into resolution is then possible if-both in goals 
and in rules-terms are “flattened out”, i.e., subterms are unnested so that resolution 
is allowed to apply unification to them; to this end, a new auxiliary variable is 
introduced for each subterm, and all the new “flat” subterms become conditions, 
i.e., the body of an equational Horn clause, so that in later steps resolution can 
apply unification to them too. 
Actually, for resolution to be able to ic narrowing, the lhs’s of the rules need 
not be flattened, because after one oft as been unified with the goal’s subterm 
being reduced, its occurrence is replaced, in narrowing, by the respective rhs, and 
so it is no longer available for reduction in the next steps. 
In conclusion, the flattening procedure, for rewrite rules I + r and goals ?-t 1 = t2 
may be described as follows, with a sloppy but hopefully self-explaining notation: 
jZatr( I -, r) = if t is a variable (also occurring in I) 
then I=r 
else 1 = 2 :-j?atterm( r, 2) (wkre 2 is a new variable); 
if tl and t2 are nonvariable terms, 
if tl is a nonvariable term and t2 is a 
flat(tl = t2)= jratterrn(t2,22), eq(tl,22) 
‘. 
variable, 
if t2 is a nonvariable term and tl is a 
variable 
(where 21 and 22 are new variables); 
jlatterm(f( 01, . . . , tn), 2) 
= let ti, , . . . ti4 be the nonvariable arguments 
let Zi = ti if ti is a variable 
Zi = Xk if ti is tik in f(Z1,. . . , Zn) =Z, jZafferm(Zi,, Xl), . . . ,flatterm(fi,, Xq). 
This definition is equivalent to the one reported in [4], with unessential 
modifications mainly aimed at facilitating the subsequent definitions and proofs. 
Remark that the procedure differs from those described in [l, 191 in two respects. 
On the one hand it does not leave constructor-terms unflattened, because we do 
not assume the distinction between constructors and functions as necessarily present. 
On the other hand, in accordance with what was argued above, it does not flatten 
the lhs’s of the rules even if nested functors are present. 
is a (canonical) rewrite system, the corresponding “flat” progr 
set of the Mom clauses obtained by flattening all the rewrite rules of 
mitted to the system s to be first flattened out; then it can be 
of the sole use of SL esolution as if the equality symbol were 
an ordinary predicate, provided that the clauses X = X and eq(X, X) are added to 
the program l resolution against eq( flat* ) corresponds to the final step of the 
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narrowing-based unification algorithm where the two sides of the goal are syntacti- 
cally unified, while resolution against X = corresponds to the elimination step 
in K-LEAF [14]. 
If we assume the “normal” interpretation of equality, i.e., the one where equality 
is interpreted as identity in the model, and if we consider the eq predicate merely 
as a notational variant of the symbol =, the transformed program is logically 
equivalent o the original program, as trivially follows by a semantic argument. 
At the same time, handling equality as an ordinary predicate means that the set 
of existential goals (i.e. equations) that can be proved (refuted) by resolution is the 
set of the existential goals that are logical consequences of the flattened program 
w.r.t. an interpretation of equality which is only constrained to satisfy the reflexive 
axiom, but could be not normal for the rest. 
This is sufficient o guarantee the soundness (w.r.t. the normal interpretation of 
equality) of the flattening + resolution mechanism, owing to the monotonicity of 
classical logic (since, though equality axioms other than reflexivity are missing, 
there are no new xioms not present in the original program). 
That the method is also complete and that, therefore, the normal interpretation 
of equality is indeed ensured has on the other hand to be proved independently, 
as wl!l be done in the next sections by showing that for each succeeding narrowing 
derivation there is a corresponding resolution derivation with the same result. 
4. Correspondence tween arrowing sequences and resolution sequences 
In order to define the correspondence between narrowing chains and resolution 
chains we need some preliminary definitions. Narrowing goal is a pair (e, B) where 
e is either an equation t = s or a term t or the constant rue, while B E O’(e) is a 
closed set of nonvariable occurrences of e (a set of occurrences B IE O’(e) is closed 
iff u.v E B implies u E B). 
A narrowing goal represents the execution state of the algorithm w@l: (e, B) is 
the state where e is current-goal, while B is the current set of basic (i.e., narrowable) 
occurrences. Success corresponds to (true, 0). The one-step basic-narrowing relation 
between arrowing oals, which is explored by b&l, is naturally defined as follows: 
(1) (8 = 4 B) -))*Cr,u,l-W (o( t = s)[ u + r], B’) where I + r is a rule, u E B, 02 = 
cr(t=s)/u and B’=(B-{u.vIu.v~ B})u(u.v 1 v~O’(r)}. 
(2) (t= s, B) a+), (true, 0) where (+ = mgu (t, s) (“final” syntactical unification 
step). 
An extension of this relation will be useful later: we write, for any B’S B, 
) ++*, (t = s, B’) where E is the empty substitution. 
e a nari*owing oal. Let ivar (“introduced variables”) be a mapping 
of narrowable occurrences to a set of “new” variables, i.e., variables 
not occurring in e: 
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Moreover, let us define 
tr( u) = 
elu if t&B, 
bar(u) if u E B. 
In strict analogy with the definition of the flattening algorithm, we can then define 
the resolution goal (with introduced variables ivar) G = res-goal& e, B) to be 
“equivalent” to (e, B) and, for every occurrence u E B, its corresponding literal 
(within the goal G) lit, B i”ar( ) u 9 , , or, with a slight abuse of notation, lit&u). 
lit e,B,iuur( u) 
I 
= eq( tr( l), tr(2)) if e/u is t, = t2, 
=f(tr(u.l), . . . , tr(u.n)) = ivar(u) if e/u is f(t,,..., t,) 
with f different from “=“; 
In order to reduce the typographical clutter, in the following we will actually use 
a relational, instead of functional, notation: instead of 
G s res-g&,,( e, B) and L s life,B,iwr( u) or L E lit,(u) 
we will respectively write 
G- ivar(e, B) and LLcle,B,ivac U Or LG” U 
with an overloading of the symbol “-“, and where some or all subscripts will be 
often dropped (if no ambiguity is possible). 
Property 4.1. (1) ?-jlat( t = s) - (t = S, O’( t = s)), 
(2) ?$latterm(t,Z)-(t, O’(t)) with ()-f(tl’,..., tn’)=Z. 
Proof. Trivial, from the above definitions. Cl 
Let B be a closed set of occurrences. The occurrence u E B is called innermost in 
B iff u.vtiB for every v#(). 
Let ?-G - (e, B): a literal LE G is innermost in G iff L- u and U(E B) is innermost 
in B. 
. In any narrowing oal (t = s, B), with B not empty, there exists at least 
one innermost occurrenceC 
3. Let ?-G - (t = s, B). If the new 1 ?-6’ is obtained resolving the 
literal A, innermost in G, with the clause cl in eq( 
the notation ?-G+, ?- ‘, where cr is the computed syntactic unifier), then there exists 
a narrowing oal (e, B’) such that ?-G’ - (e, B’). 
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f. Let A - u, where u is an innermost occurrence in B. 
(1) cl: q(X, X); then A = eq( t, s) because u = ( ) is innermost; 
B = msu(t, s), a=(X:=?t~VT, ?-G’ = 0, 
B’=f!I, ?-[ ] - (true, $3) by definition. 
oreover, ( t = s, {( )}) +-, (true, $9) and r = u/ Var( t = s). 
(2) cl: X=X; then A=r= W, 
0=(x:= r, w:= t), 
G’=o(G-{A}), B’= B-(u), 
?-6’ - (t = s, B’), v # u, crA’G+ v(~ B’) iff A’o- v (E B). 
Moreover, ( t = s, B)*, ( t = s, B’) and E = o/ Var( t = s). 
(3) cl: flatr(l+ r); then A = p = W, there are two subcases: 
Case 3.1: r is a variable (P X): j?atr(l-, r) = 1= X; 
~=mgu(l,P), o=(w:=Tx)vT, G’= s(G-{A}), 
B’= B-(u), ?-G’-(r(t=s)[u+X-J, B’), v # u9 
0A’0- V(E B’) iff AIO-v (EB). 
Moreover, (t = s, B) +,(T(t=s)[u*-X], B’) and ~=o/Var(t=s,l+X). 
Case 3.2: r is not a variable: jlatr(l+ r) = 1 = Z :-flatterm( r, Z); 
G’=s(G-(A}ujlatterm(r,Z)), B’=(B-(u})w{u.vIvE O’(r)}, 
?-G’- (r(t = s)[u + r], B’), v # u, 
OA’@ V(E B’) iff AIG- V(E B), 
irA’ G’” u.v (E B’) iff A’flarterm(rj- V(E O’(r)). 
Moreover, (t = s, B) ++*T (r( t = s)[ u * r], B’) and 7 = a/ Var( t = s, I+ r). 
In addition: we have in cases (1) and (2) T = CT/ Var( t = s), and in case (3) 
7=a/ r( t = s, I+ r), and this is a confirmation and a refinement, based on a 
syntactic argument, of the soundness property previously established through a 
semantic argument. Cl 
. A computation t-anle (i.e., a mapping from goals to literals) is dejfnable 
which always selects an innermost literal. A rule of this kind is called an innermost 
computation (or selection ) rule. 
s 4.2 and 4.3, the new goal obtained by resolution of an innermost 
pty (success), or contains at east one innermost literal (which 
the next step). q 
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ewe S. If there exists a refutation of the goal ?-flat( t = s) with solution a, then 
there exists an innermost refutation-i.e., a refutation with innermost election rule- 
which computes the same solution. 
roof. The theorem is a straightforward consequence of CoroIl~i~:l 4.4 and of the 
completeness of SLD-resolution for an arbitrary selection rule. f3 
We are now able to prove one of the central points of the paper, namely the 
existence, for every succeeding basic-narrowing sequence, of a “canonical” reso- 
lution refutation with the same result. 
Theorem 4.6. For every succeeding sequence N of narrowing oals (generated by the 
algorithm unifil), 
N: (t=s,O’(t=s))=(tO=sO,BO)~~0~~~-W*~~-l(tn=sn,Bn)~~on(tnte,P)), 
there exists an innermost refutation R of the resolution goal ?-flat( t = s): 
R. ?-jlat( t = s) = ?-GO*zO l . 9 +s_, ?-Gn 3% ?-[ 1, 
wJ&lt we call the canonical refutation corresponding toN such that 
(a) ?-Gi - (ti = si, Bi), 
(b) on... 001 Var( t = s) = m . . . SO/ Var( t = s). 
Sketch of pro& (a) is proved by induction, as is outlined in the following: 
?-GO - ( t0 = SO, BO) by Property 4.1( 1) (induction basis). Let ?-Gi - ( ti = si, Bi) be 
the induction hypothesis. 
Case 1: i = n. The narrowing step (tn = sn, Bn)*+,, (true, @), with 072 = 
mgu( tn9 sn), can be formally split into two steps: 
( tn = sn, Bn ) -*, ( tn = sn, {( )}) +++, (t 
there exists an innermost derivation 
such that: 
(a) ?-Gn a$#?-Gn’ is obtained by resolution of the literal r = W in Gn with 
X = X, where: 
Gn’ = {eq( tn, sn)}, 
m’(W)=(tn=sn)/u iff (r= W)Gn-~ (E&t); rn’(X)=X otherwise, 
?-Gn’- (tn = sn, 8). 
(b) ?-Gn’+“. ?-[ ] is obtained by resolution of the literal eq( tn, sn) wit 
): 7nv = (X := untn) u on. 
e, 8) abad an = 7131 Var( tn = sn). 
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Case 2: i < n. The narrowing step (ti = siBi)+,-(ti+l=si+l,Bi+l), where 
2 + r is the rule applied, u E Bi, ail = ai( ti = si)/ u, 
ti+l=si+l is ui(ti=si[ucr]), 
Bi+l=(Bi-{u.vlu.vE Bi})u{u.vlvEO’(r)}, 
can be formally split into two s 
(ti=si, Bi)+,(ti= s&Bi-[u.vEBi,v#()})*ti(ti+l=si+l,Bi+l); 
there exists an innermost derivation ?-GM%* ?-Gi’a,-- ?-Gi + 1 ( ri = n’“ri’) such 
that: 
(a) ?-Gi*s, ?-Gi’ is obtained by resolving with X = X all the literals r = W 
(r= WGi- u.v (E Bi), v#()): 
#(W)=(ti=si)/u iff r= WGi-Uv (EBi) (v#()), 
?-Gi’-(ti=sj Bi-{u.v)u.vEBi,vf()}), 
0 ifp= WGI- u&Bi)-{u.v~u.v~Bi,v#()},then(ti=si)/u=p; 
(b) ?-Gi’* tiw ?-C;i + 1 is obtained by resolving p = WGi - u ( E Bi - { U.V 1 U.V E 
Bi, v # ( )}) with jZatr( I+ r). There are two cases: 
Case 2.1: r is a variable, i.e., jlatr(1 -) a) is 1 = X; then 
n’“=(W:=aix)ua;3 
i = #( Gi’ -{p = w))_ 
erefore, ?-Gi-(ti+l=si+l, Bi+l) because tiA’Gi+l- V(E Bi+l) iff AIG-v 
(E B). Moreover ui = ti/ Vat( ti = s& I+ r). 
Case 2.2: r is not a variable, i.e., jlatr(l+ r) is 1 = Z:-flarttem( r, 2); then 
T?‘={Z:= W)vN 
G’= ti”(Gi’-{p = W}ujktterm(r, Z)). 
Therefore ?-Gi+l-(ti+l =si+l, Bi+l), 
tiA’Gi+l- v (E Bi-{u.vIu.vE Bi}) 8 A’Gi- V (e Bi), 
+A’ Gi+l” U.V. (E Bi+l) iff A&emfr)s v ((E O’(r)). 
Moreover, ai = ri/ Var( ti = si, l+ r). 
Property 4.6(b) is also proved by induction. It follows from (a) that, for i < n, 
ai = ri/ Var( ti = si, I+ r) and, for i = n, 
(ti+l=siH, Bi+l), if y~d(x) (for 
Var(ti+l=si+l) iff yE Var(Gi+l). Q 
ui= n’/ Var( ti = si). Since ?-Gi + l- 
every x in Var( ti = si)), then y E 
The theorem states thai every solutictn found by basic narrowing is found by 
flattening+ resolution as ~11, and thus establishes, for canonical systems, the 
completeness of the latter technique via the completeness of the former. 
Observe that for each narrowing sequence N there may be several canonical 
derivations, which di er ,?,t most in the order of selection of the innermost literals 
resolved with X = X. 
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Theorem 4.7. For every refutation R of the goal: ?-Jlot( t = s) with result substitution 
a, there is a narrowing sequence N with result substitution o/ Var( t = s) such that the 
canonical refutations corresponding to N differ from R at most in the selection order 
of literals. 
Sketch of proof. By Theorem 4.5 there is an innermost refutation IR with the same 
result as R With the help of the switching lemma (which aliows to modify the order 
of selection of the literal resolved with X = X), into a canonical refutation corre- 
sponding to a narrowing sequence N where, at each step, there is the reduction 
of the occurrence u using the rule l+ r iff in the canonical refutation the first 
literal that is resolved with a flattened rule corresponds to u and is resolved with 
jlatr( d + r). Cl 
5. Narrowing and flat SLD-resolution 
It is well known that, in the case of Horn clauses, the SLD-refinement of resolution 
preserves completeness, whatever the rule may be for selecting the literal to be 
resolved. Once this rule has been fixed, there is an onto-map from a subset of the 
set of all linear resolution derivations, including all succeeding derivations, to the 
set of all SLD-derivations: the inverse image of an SLD-derivation is the set of all 
derivations that only differ in the selection order of literals. 
Let us see now what is the meaning of this refinement with respect to our translation 
of narrowing into resolution. We start by mapping the set of succeeding narrowing 
sequences onto the set of succeeding resolution sequences. 
Theorem 5.1. For any rewriting system Rw, the number of SLD-refutations of the goal 
?flat( t = s) produced by any fixed selection rule does not exceed the number of 
succeeding narrowing sequences starting from the narrowing oal (t = s, O’( t = s)). 
Proof. Let N-set be the set of the succeeding basic narrowing sequences tarting 
* ‘Torn t = s (w.r.t. a rewriting system Rw), let SLD-set be the set of the SLD-refutations 
of the resolution goal ?-jlat( t = s) (w.r.t. Rw fl,,t u {X = X, eq(X, X)}), and let S,LD- 
set be the set of the SLD-refutations with a given selection rule &. SLD-set is 
partitioned into equivalence classes by the equivalence relation =: R 1= R2 (with 
Rl, R2 E SLD-set) iff Rl and R2 differ at most in the selection order of literals 
(i.e., R1 can be transformed into R2 through the application of the switching 
lemma). The mapping from N-set to SLD-set/= that associates the equivalence 
class containing the corresponding canonical refutations with every narrowing 
sequence N is an onto-map (by Theorem 4.7, every equivalence class contains at 
least one canonical refutation corresponding to N). For a given selection rule S,, 
there is only one S,LD-refutation for each element of SLD-set/ =: a bijection can 
fined from SLD-set/ = to S,LD-set (so that (SL set/=1 = IS&D-setI; therefore, 
tla I&Lo-setl). q 
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Given, for example, the program 
(unflattened) 
f(a)+a f(a)=X:-a=X 
g(X)+X g(X)=X 
and the goal 
?-f(X) = g( Y), ?-f(X) =Zl, g(Y) = 22, eq(Zl,22), 
the SLD-resolution derivation 
?-f(X) = 21, g( Y) = 22, eq(Zl,Z2) 
?-a = 21, g(Y) = 22, eq(Zl,Z2) 
?-g( Y) = 22, eq(a, 22) 
?-eq(a, Y) 
?-r. I, 
yielding the solution (X := a; Y:= a}, is the image of two narrowing sequences: 
f(X) = g( Y) B a = g( Y) w a = Y result: {X := a; Y := a}, 
f(X) = g( Y) --u--, f(X) = Y ++ a = Y resurc; {X:= a; Y:= a}. 
The example shows that the number of succeding flat SLD-resolutions is smaller 
than the number of succeeding narrowing chains, without loss of completeness. 
If the selection rule adopted is an innermost rule, a consequence of Theorem 
6.1 reported in the next section is that the map can be surjectively extended to the 
set of all the narrowing sequences; of course, to failing (finitely or infinitely) 
narrowing sequences there will correspond failing resolurron sequences. 
More generally, the above map extension is possible whenever the literals selected 
are always resolved without variables introduced in the lhs of the literal during 
flattening being bound; for example, an outermost election rule, like the one used 
in LEAF [I] and in IS-LEAF [ 141, would do as well. On the contrary, for an arbitrary 
selection rule ;he above extension would not work, because in general there would 
be failing resolution sequences that do not correspond to any narrowing sequence, 
as in the following example. 
Given the program 
and the 
(flattened) (unflaitened) 
f(a)=Z:-c=Z f(a)+c 
f(b)=Z:-c=Z f(b >+c 
a=Z:-b=Z a+6 
goal 
?-a = 
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the SLD-sequence 
?-a = X, f(X) = 21, f(R) = 22, eq(Zl,Z2) 
?-b=X,f(X)=Zl,f(R)=Z2, eq(ZlJ2) 
?-b = a, c = Zl, f(R) = 22, eq(Z1,22) 
fUihW6! 
does not correspond to any narrowing sequence, because after the step 
f(a) =f(R) - f(b) =f(R) 
the rule f (a) + c cannot be applied to f (b) anymore. This kind of failure in resolution 
is actual%!: the counterpart of a failure in trying unification between the term f(b) 
of the goal and the lhs f(a) of the rule f(a) + c. 
The comparison between the two algorithms shows that in SLD-resolution the 
number of succeeding computations leading to a same solution is smaller than in 
(unrestricted) narrowing, because all the narrowing derivations that only differ in 
the selection order of subterms are mapped into one SLD-sequence corresponding 
to one selection order. 
For example, given the program 
(unflattened) (flattened) 
f(X)+X f(X) =x 
W(X)) + x h(h(X)) =X 
h(a)+a h(a)=Z:-a=Z, 
if the goal is 
?-f@(R)) = wa)), 
?-h(R) =X, f(X) = 21, h(Y) = ,‘;I?, h(W) = Y, a = W, eq(Zl,Z2), 
then flat SLD-resolution (with an arbitrary selection rule) and ( asic) narrowing 
compute the sets of solutions shown in Table 1. 
The same property holds, in case of an innermost rule, for failing derivations too, 
as shown in the following example: given the program 
Table 1 
Computed value of R Number of succeeding paths 
SLD narrowing basic narrowing 
- 
a 3 20 11 
h(a) 3 19 11 
h(h(aN 1 6 2 
h(hUO))) 1 2 1 
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(unflattened) (flattened) 
f(X)+g(X, X) f(X)=Z:-g(X,X)=Z 
h(tZ)+dZ h(a)=Z:-a=Zj 
if the goal is 
?-f(WU)=gWW), ?-h(R)=X,f(X)=Zl,a= Y,a= 
h(W) = T, g( Y, T) = 22, eq(Zl,Z2), 
then flat SLD-resolution with an innermost selection rule and 
computes the answers hown in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Number of succeeding and failing 
paths 
SLD basic narrowing 
(X-a) 
f&me 
1 3 
7 9 
Observe that both in the succeeding and in the failing case, the shrinking in the 
ations stems from the fact that, in the SLD-resolution 
know nondeterministic choice while there are two 
. This remark is the starting point for the develop- 
ment of the selection-narrowi strategy described in the next section. 
The innermost selection rule can be implemented by means of the leftmost selection 
rule (selection of the leftmost literal, as in Prolog), provided the “compilation” step 
puts the flat literals into the right order: 
j?atferm(f( tl, . . . , m), 2) 
= let t- rl, . . . , tiq be the nonvariable arguments 
let Zi = ti if ti is a variable 
Zi = Xk if ti is tik in flatterm( ti,, Xl), . . . ,flatterm(ti,, Xq), 
f(Z1,. . .,Z?l)=Z 
the two algorithms, which resulted in the estima- 
to the usual presentations 
same “selectisn” strategy 
mowing 0s. SL OhiOn 
which exactly “mimics” SL -resolution (with an innermost s
ense that there is a one-to-o ondence betwee 
-sequences and the set of the n rng sequences which 
refined strategy: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
current-goal := eq( t 1, t2) 
occ:= O’(eq(tf, t2))-{()} 
current-subst :=empty-subst 
if eJcc=@ 
then let eq( t l’, t2’) = current-god 
if u is the mgu of t1’ and t2’ 
then (u current-subst) is an E-u ifier of tl and t2 
rehlrn 
else (Le., occ f 0) 
from occ an innermost occurrence u 
ct; which is not the prefix of any other occur- 
ence in occ) and 
) or (4) 
sponds to resolution with X = X) 
l-, t from R S.L 1 and current-goal/u 
syntactically unify; 
let cr= mgu(current-goal/u, 1)in 
current-goal := a(current-goal[u +tl’! 
current-subst := &w-rent-subst) 
0c.c := (occ-{u})v{uv~v is in O’(t)} 
goto (1) (corresponds to resolution with jlatt( l-) t)} 
The algorithm W@ 2 achieves exactly the same elimination of redundant computa- 
tions with respect o unconstrained (basic) narrowing as flat SLD-resolution does, 
but without requiring the presence of the “compilation” phase with the associated 
introduction of new variables. 
The algorithm is obviously sound, because it explores only a subset of the search 
space of unifil. Its completeness, on the other hand, relies on the completeness of
SLD-resolution, via the construction which we are going to sketch, of a bijection 
between (innermost) SLD-derivations and (innermost) selection-narrowing deriva- 
tions, where the formal definitions of “selection-narrowing goal”, and selection- 
narrowing sequences, are absolutely analogous to the ones for basic narrowing 
reported in the Section 4: the “null” step is simply (t = s, 
with u innermost. 
First we need t e following definition: a selectio 
selecti rule S, for narrowin 
(t =S 3 , SR selects the literal 
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We can now formally establish the desired one-to-one onto-mapping. 
6.1. (1) For every S,LD-resolution sequence 
?-flat(t = s) = ?-GO*& l l l a,,,+ ?-Gn 
with a given innermost selection rule SR, there exists a corresponding &narrowing 
sequence 
(t=s, O’(t=s))=(tO=sO, BO)-w-,&g l l *, (en, Bn) 
such that the narrowing selection rule SN is compatible with SR and 
?-Gi - (ti = si, Bi) and an. . . aO/ Var( t = s) = rn . . . TOI Var( t = s). 
(2) For every SN-narrowtng sequence with (innermost) selection rule SN 
(t=s,O’(t=s))=(tO=sO, BO)++oo.. .-on (en, Bn), 
there is a corresponding &LD-resoktion sequence with (innermost) selection rule SR 
compatible with SN: 
?-.at( t = s) = ?-GO+zO l l l +$, ?-Gn 
such that 
?-Gi - (ti = si, Bi) and on. . . oO/ Var( t = s) = rn . . . TOI Var( t = s). 
f. (1): By induction on the length of the derivation, with the help of Property 
4.3 (which guarantees the possibility of building a corresponding narrowing step 
that uses a compatible selection rule). 
(2): The proof is entirely analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.6. The null 
narrowing step at an occurrence u corresponds to the resolution of the literal L- u 
with the clause X = X. The ordinary narrowing step using a rule l+ r corresponds, 
as in Theorem 4.6, to resolution of L with flatr( l+ r), while syntactical unification 
between lhs and rhs is mapped into resolution with eq(K, X). 0 
Corollary 6.2. Selection arrowing is complete. 
orollary 6.3. The number of the innermost SLD-resolution sequences equals the 
number of the innermost selection-narrowing sequences. 
An important point to remark is that completeness i only guaranteed if, as in 
point (3) of the above algorithm, among all the possible narrowing reductions of 
the subterm selected, also the “null” reduction is taken into account, i.e., also the 
paths are explored where the subterm selected at each step, instead of being reduced, 
is excluded from the reducible subterms for all the subsequent subpaths. That 
corresponds to resolution against = X, which is necessary in general, although it 
may be disposed of in particular cases such as the one of theories with constructors 
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with functions everywhere deflned. In such theories a distinction is operated between 
data constructors, which never rewrite, and actual function symbols. Terms only built 
from constructors and variables, with no occurrences of function symbols, are called 
data terms. The “functions everywhere defined” condition means that every ground 
term reduces to a data term. In this case if the flattening algorithm is modified so 
as not to apply to constructors [143, resolution against X = X; and therefore the 
“null” narrowing step, becomes useless. 
On the other hand, in theories with constructors where functions may be undefined 
on some values (i.e., data terms) of the arguments, resolution against X = X (or, 
equivalently, the “null” narrowing step) is still necessary for completeness, as can 
be seen from the following example, taken from [9]: with respect o the canonical 
system 
f(X) = b 
g(a) = b where a, b are constructors, 
the equation ?-f (g( b)) = b can only be proved by means of the “null” step. 
Here follows the Prolog program implementing uniji2, which we used to carry 
out for comparative xperiences: 
(1) preprosessing oa rewrite rules to compute the set of nonvariable occurrences 
of rhs: 
init :- L + R, occ(R, OR), assertz(rwr( L, R, OR)), fail. 
init. % @R denotes the set O’(R) 
occ( T, 0) :- var( T),!. 
% 0 indicates that the corresponding term is not to be rewritten 
occ(T,[lIAnn]):- T=..[F(ARG], occl(ARG, Ann). 
% 1 indicates that the corresponding term is to be rewritten 
occI(C I, I: lb 
occl([TH(TT], [AlAnn]):-occ(TH, A), occl(TT, Ann). 
(2) refined narrowing strategy: 
unify( T, S) :- occ( T, OT), occ (S, OS),!, narred( T, OT, TR), 
narred (S, OS, SR), TR = SR. 
narred (T, 0, T) :- !. % 0 indicates that this is a term not to be narrowed 
narred (TC, [ lioarg], TR) :- TC = . . [ FIArg], narrarg(Arg, Qarg, Narg), 
% before narrowing a term, its arguments must be narrowed 
TCl =.. ~~INargl, 
% now TCl is an innermost erm 
narrterm ( TC, TR). 
narrterm( T, T). % clause corresponding to step (3) of 
narrterm ( TC, TR) :- rwr( TC, R, 
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narrarg([AlIAtg], [OllOarg3, [AR(ArgR]) :- narred(A1, 01, AR), 
narraq(Arg, Oarg, ArgR). 
uages 
fhe algorithms presented in the above sections can be most naturally applied to 
3. 
c 
logic programming with equality. Consider a language like the one proposed in 
[11& for which a program consists of a set of Horn clauses p :- bl, . . l , bn, where 
the hi’s are either predicates or equalities, and of an equational theory described 
by a canonical rewrite system: its execution strategy is the same as the one used for 
Hot-n clause programs without equality (Prolog), with syntactic unification replaced 
by a complete E-unification algorithm. The flattening procedure can be easily 
extended to deal with this kind of programs (a similar procedure is found in [19]), 
by adding the suitable definitions for clauses, predicates, and sequences of them. 
jZatcZausa( p( tl, . . . , tn) :- body) 
=let t&..., t&, be the nonvariable arguments 
let Zi = ti if ti is a variable 
Zi=Xk if ti is tik in ~(21,. . . , Zn):-jlattem(ti,, Xl), . . . Jut- 
tem(til,Xq),j?atbody(body) 
flatbody(bl,. . . , bn) =glotgoai(bl), . . . ,jZatgoal(bn) 
jlatgoal( tl = t2) =jlat( tl = t2) 
Jlatgoal( p( tl, . . . , tn)) 
=let til,..., tiq be the nonvariable arguments 
let Zi = ti if ti is a variable 
Zi = Xk if ti is tik in j?attem(til, Xl), . . . ,jZattem(ti, , Xq), 
~(21,. -. , Zn). 
Then, for every goal G, a complete set of solutions is found by ordinary SLD- 
resolution (provided that the clause X=X is added, as usual, to the flattened 
program). 
Alternatively, the selection-narrowing algorithm could be used to replace syntac- 
tical unification in the resolution procedure xecuted on the original program. 
The use of the proposed algorithms reduces the search space both in the unification 
phase and, by reducing the number of duplicated unifiers, in the overall resolution 
procedure. Flat SLD-resolution has the advantage of not introducing a different 
computational mechanism, at the price of a previous compilation stage. 
With respect o the amount of computation, flat SLD-resolution and selection 
narrowing are not equivalent in this context: the former technique avoids term 
duplication, and so duplication of narrowing steps which are introduced, in the 
latter method, by resolution. The resulting gain in efficiency is Jmparable with the 
one that was obtained by moving from unrestricted to basic narrowing. 
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In spite of the reduction of the search space, completeness does not get lost: that 
at least all the solutions in normal form are computed can be easily proved through 
the extension of the preceding definitions and theorems to the case of 
logic. 
As a more general example of application of some of the ideas presented in this 
paper, a transformation based on flattening has been used to implement a higher- 
order functional + logic programming language [3]. 
Related work on the subject has been constantly increasing during the last few 
years. Maybe the closest proposals to the kind of approach here advocated are 
LEAF [I] and K-LEAF [14], already quoted above, and SLOG [9]. In LEAF and 
K-LEAF, based on full Horn-clause logic with equality, the fiat-resolution approach 
is adopted, along with a demand-driven selection strategy.which allows to deal with 
infinite data structures. SLOG, on the other hand, adopts the innermost-narrowing 
approach; as remarked in Section 6, since the execution mechanism of SLOG does 
not admit a step equivalent o “null” narrowing, completeness i  only preserved as 
long as the functions are “everywhere defined”; being the language based on 
conditional rewrite rules, the interpretation algorithm is also related to the one 
proposed in [ 133 (conditional narrowing). 
Other similar approaches are those of [ 16,18], which use an outermost constructor- 
driven narrowing strategy: the algorithm in [M] is incomplete, the E-unification 
algorithm in [16] is based on a notion of equality, called “continuous equality”, 
different from the more usual algebraic equality considered in our work. Since the 
pure outermost strategy is incomplete for algebraic equality, an almost-outermost 
E-unification algorithm was proposed in [ 151. 
The above languages, all based on theories with constructors, do not allow rules 
whose lhs’s contain functional composition (e.g., f(f(X)) + g(X)), which, on the 
contrary, are permitted in the algorithms we have presented. This limitation, which 
may be undesirable when working with specifications, is sensible when one deals 
with programming languages. 
9. Conclusions a 
’ As has been remarked in the introduction, the problem-which has a definite 
importance in connection with attempted extensions of logic programming-of 
moving from syntactical to so-called “semantical” unification, or E-unification, even 
though theoretically rather well understood, does not present, in practice, easy 
solutions. Even if the stepping from a decidable to a semidecidable procedure is 
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accepted because this is inherent in the nature of the problem, there still remains 
a lot of inefficiency which researchers who have tried to use narrowing in program- 
ming or specification languages [10,2] including ourselves, feel uncomfortable 
about. 
me algor&ns presented in this paper are a step towards the discovery of methods 
more suitable to practical implementability. Our work also shows how narrowing 
and resolution, though being quite distinct inference rules, are actually two different 
versions of a common underlying mechanism, so that refinements devised for 
resolution can be applied to narrowing as well. The worse behaviour of the usual 
narrowing-based unification algorithms is therefore merely the result of these 
straightforward optimizations not being applied to them; when this handicap is 
eliminated, narrowing becomes as efficient as SLD-resolution. 
Nevertheless, what is gained over flat SLD-resolution with this optimized narrow- 
ing strategy is a minor advantage, namely the absence of a quite simple compilation 
phase; that, in our opinion, does not seem to counterbalance the benefit of having 
just one inference rule, resolution, i.e., one computational model, for which efficient 
implementations are already available and more efficient ones based on specially- 
conceived architectures are being developed. 
In this paper we have shown how an innermost selection strategy for flat SLD- 
resolution can easily be compiled; the problem is that an innermoct selection rule 
for E-unification has the same drawbacks as the innermost strategy for reduction 
(i.e., call-by-value): it performs unnecessary computations. We are therefore trying 
to define a complete “almost-outermost” strategy for flat SLD-resolution, where 
“outermost” literals are selected, so that resolution with clauses different from X = X 
is only applied on request. This strategy, unlike the innermost case, cannot be 
implamented by means of a trivial compilation, because the atom selection order 
is not knuwr statically. 
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